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The purpose of this paper is
to give a very simple proof of
Liber's theorems, published in
the Doklady Akad Nβuk S.S.S.R.
(N.S), 1949. Another proof were
obtained by S.SasaKi and published
in Proc. Aoad Japan 27 (1951).

Theorem. Suppose that the
holonoray group H of a given affine-
ly connected space vvithoxit torsion

Λ
n
 be a one parametric group.

If we denote the symbol of the
infinitesimal transformation of

H ̂  Σί = aU
i
% (φ

const.), then the rank of the
matrix IIClUl is at most 2

O

The writer's proof is as fol-
lows: We shall first state E«
Cartan's fundamental theorem;
(1). If the holonomy group of a
non-holonomic space £ with a
fundamental group £ is $ - ,
then the frames at every point
of the space E can be chosen
so that the connexion of the space
in consideration is analytically
the same as that of a space with
the fundamental group g

According to the Cartan's the-
orem we can choose frames at every
point of the space A

n
 , so that

the connexion of A
n
 is analyti-

cally the sane as that of a space
with the one parameter group H
Hence, if we denote the infini-
tesimal transformation of H by

( Λ: : const.)

then the connexion of the space
is given by the equations,

(f) do e cu'β: d e
;
 =• oo^ e.

( ί , ̂ = 1,2,3,...,

provided that

where U)^ , cϋj and p are
Pfaffians. The equations or
structure of the space A

n
 are:

(3)

where .βί is the curvature ten-
sor and dtish means exterior de-
rivative .

From (2) and (3) we get

Now, the absence of torsion can
be expressed by

If we take the exterior deriva-
tive of the last equation, we
get

Hence, we obtain

( i , j = 1,2,.. ._,n)

According to E.Cartan (2), if
at least three of the ft pfaffi-
ans i Cί!u/(i*i,^,a) are linearly
independent ff vanishes. ,There-
fore, by virtue of (4), Q\ va-
nishes. Consequently, the affine-
ly connected space in considera-
tion is flat, which contradicts
to our assumption. Hence p'z$Ό.
If /2'ΦO , at most two of the
Piaffians Cίj (v* (t-l,»..,n)
are linearly independent. Conse-
quently the rank of Matrix π #JΊi
is at most έ. Thus the theorem
is proved.

(*) Received October 7, 1951.
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